Who We're
Headquartered in London but servicing customers
globally, Olalang wants to help develop a multilingual
world and improve how we communicate around the
globe!
Our Story
In 2016, Olalang Ltd launched one platform that provides
one-to-one live tutoring sessions to learn foreign
languages. Working with only native speakers tutors , we
give online live & customized language lessons to
students for all levels. Since we launched we received
querries from families with children & teens . They needed
a new approach regarding their children foreign language

education. Today, we decided to launch one new service
that starts from the beginning : babies .

What you’ll be building
Our aim is to push the impact of early foreign language
education further than ever before.
We’re creating a new community where monolingual
families can raise multilingual children and multilingual
families can improve the minority language at home.
This means we spend most of our time building the most
effective early language learning program, figuring out how
to spread the impact of early foreign language education

further than ever before, and connecting that impact to
new opportunities.
Who you’ll be building with
Our team is made up of people who loves to work with
babies & languages and enjoy making things easier for
them and their families.
We work in a flexible company that loves remote work .We
don’t believe in a top-down, shoulder-tapping, 9–5 type
culture. At Olalang Ltd, you have the autonomy to manage
yourself.
What We're looking for
Early Childhood Education Professionals . Fluency in
written and spoken English . Availability : one or two
hours/day. Evening preferred (CET Time)
Would you like to find out more about this opportunity ?
Please complete this form or send your CV to
support@olalang.com BEFORE September 30th
Want to know more about us ? Visit www.olalang.com

